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In this paper we introduce the notion of weakly isomorphic combinatorial 
models. Several symmetry formulas involving the generalized hypergeometric series 
(for example, the PfatT-Saalchiitz identity which was first proved combinatorially 
by D. Foata) are then proved by finding weak isomorphisms between models for 
the two sides of the identity. This is applied to combinatorial models for 
hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials such as Laguerre, Charlier, Meixner, 
Krawtchouk, Meixner-Pollaczek, Jacobi, and Hahn polynomials. 0 m?g Academic 
Press, Inc. 
The object of this paper is to prove in a purely combinatorial way 
several symmetry formulas involving the generalized hypergeometric 
series p F,. 
The main tool used is the concept of weak isomorphism between 
combinatorial models. Identities are proved by finding weak isomorphisms 
between models for the two sides of the identity. 
This is then applied to give several (weakly isomorphic) models for 
Laguerre, Charlier, Meixner, Krawtchouk, Meixner-Pollaczek, Jacobi, and 
Hahn polynomials and to obtain combinatorial proofs of symmetry 
formulas for these polynomials. We also obtain a combinatorial proof of 
the Pfaff-Saalchiitz identity which was proved similarly by D. Foata [6]. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
For an arbitrary ring R, let R-Set denote the category of finite R-valued 
sets; i.e., an object is a pair (X, u) with X a finite set and V: X-, R its 
weight function, a morphism, f: (X, u) + ( Y, w), is a functionf: X+ Y such 
that w(f(x))= u(x), Vx. We write 1x1, (sometimes 1x1) for CxsXu(x)~ R 
and 141 =O. 
A weighted species T, with weights in R (sometimes called an R-valued 
species) is a functor 
T: B -+ R-Set, 
where B is the groupoid of finite sets and bijections. We write u(t) as the 
weight of the T-structure t. 
The usual operations, +, ., x , 0, between species can easily be extended 
to R-valued species by treating weights “multiplicative” (see [lo, 11, 
13,271 for more details). 
The exponential generating series of T is T(r) = CnaO r,, P/n! where 
r,,= lT[n]lv and [n] = (1, 2, . . . . n}. 
We say that T is a combinatorial model for the family (r,),,,. The case 
where R=Z[x] and (p,(x)),,, is a sequence of polynomials (usually 
orthogonal) is very often discussed in the literature [2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 
19, 23, 24, 251. 
Two weighted R-species T and S are isomorphic (we write TN S) if there 
is a natural equivalence 13: T + S between them (i.e., for all finite sets U we 
have a weight preserving bijection 
0,: T[U] -+S[U-j 
which is “natural” in U (in the usual categorial sense [20])). For example, 
two isomorphic combinatorial models, 2 and 8, for n!,?:)(x) (Laguerre 
polynomials) are given in [ 151. 
We say that T and S are equipotent (we write T- S) if T(t) = S(r). 
By definition, two models for the same sequence (r,), 20 are always 
equipotent. Of course, isomorphic implies equipotent. 
We now define the in-between notion of weakly isomorphic. 
DEFINITION (1.1). A weak isomorphism, @ : T + S, is a natural transfor- 
mation such that VU, Vs E S[ U], we have I@-‘(s)], = w(s) where u and w  
are the weight functions of T and S, respectively. (@ is not necessarily onto 
but s 4 @J( T[ U]) implies w(s) = 0.) 
DEFINITION (1.2). We define weakly isomorphic as the equivalence 
relation generated by the relation “there exists a weak isomorphism 
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between.” We write Tz S. In orther words, TX S if and only if there is a 
sequence of weak isomorphisms CD,, (PI, . . . . Qn such that 
T=T,+ T, =T$% . . . T, = S 
or 
T=T,&T,~ T,= . . . T,, = S. 
Before giving examples, we recall some notations and well-known results. 
DEFINITION (1.3). Given a finite set U, let S[U] be the set of 
permutations of U. If for (T E S[U] we set w(a) = acyc(0), where cyc(a) is the 
number of cycles of e, then we obtain a weighted species which we denote 
by So. 
LEMMA (1.1). We have IS[U]l=(a), where n= IUI and (a),= 
a(u + 1) . . . (a + n - 1) is the rising factorial. 
Pro@ See C51, C71, PI, C91, Cl51, or C191. 
DEFINITION (1.4). For two finite sets A and B, the set of Laguerre 
configurations on (A, B) is 
L[A, B] = {f: A + A + Blfinjective}. 
LEMMA (1.2). Zf for f E L[A, B] we set w(f) = ucYcCf), where cyc(f) is 
the number of cycles off, then we have I L[A, B] I = (a + j)i where IA I = i and 
IB( = j. 
Proof: See C51, C71, PI, C91, Cl51, or C191. 
DEFINITION (1.5). Let T[A, B] = S[,4] x S[B] and M[A, B] = 
S[A] x L[B, A]. 
DEFINITION (1.6). For any finite set U, let 
TCUI = (t-4 4 ~,~)~AuB=U,A~B=~,(~,~)ET[A,B]} 
with w,(A, B, cr, t) = r’A~s’B’~Cyc(o)ucyc(r) and 
M[U]={(A,B,a,f)IAuB=U,AnB=&(a,f)EM[A,B]} 
with w,(A, B, 0, f) = r~A~~iB~~CYC(o)uc~c(f) where r, s, U, and u are formal 
variables and weights are in the ring l![r, s, U, u]. The weighted species 
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T = T(r, s; u, u) and M = M(r, s; u, V) are called the species of “pairs of 
complementary permutations” and “Meixner configurations.” We will write 
T,,(r, s; u, o) and M,(r, s; u, u) for IT(r, s; u, o)[n]j and (M(r, s; u, u)[n]l. 
EXAMPLE 1. Hermite polynomials H,(x) are defined by C, r ,, H,(x) t”/n! 
= e2x1-‘2. Here are two weakly isomorphic (non-isomorphic) com- 
binatorial models for (H,(x)), B ,, : 
T 
1 
= e(ZX)X+ (-2)x2/2! = “involutions" (Foata [S]; see also [9, 151) 
T2=e(2-Y)X+(-1)X2 = “assemblies of points and arrows” (Decoste [4] ). 
In this case T, c T, is the weak isomorphism which sends a T,-structure 
on its underlying partition into singletons and pairs. If a given T,-structure 
t is of type 1 d1 2d 2 then w(t)= (~x)~I( -2)” and e-~‘(t) contains 2d2 
T,-structures each of weight (2~)~l( - l)d2. 
EXAMPLE 2. In [ 18, Prop. 41, the identity 
(b)n. 2’1 [ 1 -za;l =(b-a), 
was proved by showing that M (Meixner configurations) and S 
(permutations) are weakly isomorphic. More precisely 
M(-1, l;a,b): Meixner configurations or bicolored 
@t r2z permutations (see [ 71) 
T(l, 1; --a, 6) : pairs of complementary permutations 
Y’I z5 
S&a : permutations. 
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose r: T -+ T is a natural involution such that V,, 
Vt E T[ U], r J t) # t G- w(t) = - w( r J t)). The “involution principle” says 
that 1 T[ U] 1 w = T,,[ U] I w where T,[U]={t~T[U]lz,(t)=t}. Let 
S = T/E where t - t’ o t’ = z(t). Make S into a weighted species by seting 
u{t}=w(t) if z(t)=t and u{t,r(t)}=O if t#r(t). It is clear that T--+S 
(canonical map) is a weak isomorphism and VU, IS[ U]l, = 1 T,[ VII,,,. 
2. SYMMETRY FORMULAS 
As we saw in Example 2, one can prove combinatorially an identity by 
finding weakly isomorphic combinatorial models for both sides of it. Using 
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this method we now prove several summetry formulas (in the terminating 
case) for the generalized hypergeometric series: 
pFq 
al, a2, . . . . ap .z 
b,, b2, . . . . b,’ 1 = c (4(a2L4ap) zn,n, naO (Wn(b2)n4bq)n *’ 
THEOREM I. We have 
F 
-n, a [ 1 -n, b-a 2 1 b ;z =(~-z)“.~F, b ;z/(z-1) . 1 
Proof Let R, be the weighted species defined by R,[ U] = 
{A,B,C,a,f,g)lA+B+C=U, OES[AJ,fEL[B,A], gd[B+C,AI) 
and w(A,B,C,o,f,g)=zl”‘(-z)IB’(b-a) cycabcycf +cycg. In [18, Theorem I], 
we defined weak isomorphisms M( -z, 1; a, b) t RI + M[z, 1 -z ; b - a, b). 
Since 
M,(-z, l;a,b)=(b);,F, -za;z [ 1 
and 
M,(z, l-z;b-a,b)=(b),(l-z)“.,F, ; z/(1 -z) 1 
we are done. 
THEOREM II. We have 
(b), .2F1 -z’;z]=(b-a),.,F, 
-n, a 
-n+a-b+l 
;l-z . 1 
ProoJ Let R2 be the weighted species defined by R2[ U] = {(A, B, C, 
o,z)JA + B + C= U,~ES[A + B],zES[C]}andw(A,B,C,o,r)= 
(-1 iAlaCYC~(b _ a)CYCra Figure 1 describes weak isomorphisms : 
M(-z,l;a,b)+R,+T(l-z,l;a,b-a).Since 
&I,(-z, l;a,b)=(b),.,F, -z’;z [ 1 
T,(l-z,l;a,b-a)=(b-a),.,F, -n~~~~+l;l-z 1 
we are done. 
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FIGURE 1 
Remark. Using standard species notations [ 10, 11, 13,271, this may be 
written 
M (  wz, 1; u, b) N eoC(-zL*). ebC + ed’-zL*). eaC .eV-a)C 
+ed((l-z)W.eU-aK 2: T(l-z, l;a,b-a). 
Taking cardinalities (i.e., total weight of structures on [n]) it is a 
“combinatorial lifting” of the following algebraic computation : 
=i+j~k=n (4; k) (U)i(U + i)i(b - U)k(-Z)i 
n = 
= 6) 
(4,@ - U)k(l -ZIP 
p+k=n 
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THEOREM III. We have 
(b), . zF1 [ 1 -1’ a; z =(a)“.(1-z)“.2F1 ~;;,4;(1-z)-‘]. [ 
Proof Apply Theorems I and II. 
THEOREM IV. We have 
(b), . zF, 
--n, a 
-n-b+1 
;z =(u);z”.,F, 1 -:;bl;z-‘]. 
Proof (See [ 18, Prop. 61.) This follows from the obvious isomorphism: 
T(z, l;u,b)ttT(l,z;b,u). 
THEOREM V. We have 
(61,. IFI [ 1 in = (-z)” . 2F0 -n, -n-b+1 ; z ; -l/z . - 1 
Proof: 
(b);,f’, [ ~“;z]=i~zn(Y) (b+i)j(-ZIi 
=&J-z, l;b)=L,(l, -z;b) 
n n = 1 (.) (b+j)i(-z)j 
i=O ’ 
=(-z)” c (-n)i(-n-b+l)il/i! (-l/z)’ 
i+j=n 
=(-z)“.~F~ 
--n, -n-b+1 
; -l/z - 1 
since (b+j)i= (-l)i(--n-b+l)i and n(n-l)...(n-i+l)= 
(- l)i( -n),. 
THEOREM VI. We have 
(d- b)n. $2 -nyc-ua,b .1 =(d) c, b-d-n+ 1’ 1 
Proof: Let R be the species defined by R[ U] = {(A, B, C, o, f, g, z, h, 2) 
such that A + B + C = U, o E S[A], f E L[B, A], g E L[C, A + B], 
r E S[A], h E L[B, A], I E S[C]} and w(A, B, C, o, f, g, z, h, A) = 
(-1)‘“‘u cYcu~cYcf+cYc~bcYcr+cYch(d- b)=Yca. The we& isomorphisms M, + 
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R + M2 (see Fig. 2 where the structures are on a set of forty points which (to 
make things easier to see) we made two copies of) are obvious “forgetful 
maps” where M, and M, are the l-species associated to the 2-species 
M(1, 1; C-U, c) x T(1, 1;6,d-b) and M(-1, l;a,c) x M(1, 1,&d), 
respectively. Since M, and M2 are combinatorial models for (c), times the 
two sides of the identity, we are done. 
Remark. This corresponds to the following algebraic computation : 
(cMd-b);,~* ,,“;-;$;1 L 1 
= c 0 t cc - a)p(c + P)k(NpW b)k 
p+k=n \Y/ 
cvcles c-e 
pomts 1 
. _. 
cycles c 
pomts 1 
cycles b 
pornts 1 
cycles b cycles b cycles d-b 
oomts 1 oomls 1 ooints 1 
cvc1es c 
pomts 1 
cycles b 
points I 
cycles d 
pomts I 
FIGURE 2 
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(applying Example 2, we get) 
=i+jFk=,, (61 k) 
( - l)‘(U)i(C + i),(c + i + j),(b)i+ j(d- b)k 
(using (C+i)j(C+i+j),=(C+i)j+k which is proved bijectively in [19, 
Prop. 3.11) 
=i+j~~En(i~.Ik) 
(- l)i(U)i(C + i)j+,(b)i(b + i)j(d- b)k 
which is combinatorially obvious 
= ( - l)‘(a)i(c + i),(b)i(d+ i)q =(c)Ad), * 3F2 [-‘f:;“; 11. 
COROLLARY (Pfaff-Saalschiitz identity). We have 
-n, a, b . 1 Jc-4Ac-b, 
c,a+b-c-n+ 1’ 1 (c), . (c - a - b); 
Proof. In Theorem VI setting d= a we get 
1 
(4, -n, b 
=(a-b),.F, c [ 1 (a), Cc - b)n ;l =0,.(c), (by Example 2). 
Replacing a by c-a ends the proof. 
Remark. Note that the Pfaff-Saalschiitz identity was first proved 
combinatorially by D. Foata in [6]. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO HYPERGEOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS 
DEFINITION (3.1). Laguerre polynomials, ~5;) and Charlier polyno- 
mials, C@)(x), are defined by Is 
n!L~)(x)=(a+l),.,F, -’ ;x [ 1 or+1 ' 1 . 
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The following proposition is a direct consequence of Theorem V: 
PROPOSITION (3.1). We haue n! L:-“)(a) = (-a)“Cjp)(x). 
DEFINITION (3.2). Meixner polynomials, m,(x; /?, c), Krawtchouk 
polynomials, Z&(x; p, N), Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials, P:(x; cp), and 
Jacobi polynomials, PfiS)(x) are the ,F,-hypergeometric polynomials 
defined by 
m”(x;fl,c)=(p)n.*F, -n;-x;l-c--l 1 
K,(x; p, N)= *F1 1 n! pt(x; cp) = einq. (2a), . *F1 [ -"'2t+ jx;1 -e'@ 1 
n! P>B)(x)=(l+a);,F, 
-n,l+a+fi+n l-x 
l+a 
;-. 
2 1 
In [ 183 several weakly isomorphic for these polynomials were found. To 
summarize : 
PROPOSITION (3.2). We have 
m,(x;/Y,c)=M,(c-l-1,1; -x,/?)=M”(l-c-l,c-‘;/?+X,fl) 
= T,(c-1, 1; -x, /?+x) 
(-N),K,(x;p,N)=M,(-pa’, 1; -x, -N) 
=M,(p-‘,l-p-‘;x-N, -N) 
=T,(l-p-*,1; -x,x-N) 
ec’“%! Pi(x;cp)=M,(eC2i’p-1, l;a+ix,2a) 
=M,(1-e-2i’p,e-2i~;a-ix,2a) 
= T,(e-*‘p, l;a+ix,a+ix) 
n! Ppyx) = M” 
( 
x-l 
-, 
2 
1; l+a+p+n, l+a 
> 
=M, ( g,T; -P--n, l+a) 
=T 1+x n 
( 
-, 
2 
1; 1 +a+B+n, -B-n 
> 
=(-l)“T, 
( 
x-l x+1 
2,2; -n-/I, --n-a 
> 
. 
409:139 1-4 
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The symmetry formulas of *F,, proved combinatorially in Theorems I to 
IV and applied to Meixner and Krawtchouk polynomials, respectively, give 
PROPOSITION (3.3). We have 
m,(x;p,c)=c-“m,(-x-/3;/?,c-‘) 
=(-1)%,(x; -n-x-f?+l;c/(c-1)) 
=(-l)“c-%,(-x-P; -n+x+l,(l-c)-‘) 
=(l-c-‘)“m,(-/I; -n+x+l, l-c). 
PROPOSITION (3.4). We have 
(-wzux; A NJ= wm-qP-lL.K(~-x; 4, NJ 
=(-iv+x)Jc,(x; -pq-1, -N+x+n-1) 
=(-X),(-qp-l)nK”(N-x; -qp-‘,n-x-l) 
=(-X),(-p)-W,(-N+n-l;p-‘,n-x-l). 
There are similar results for Meixner-Pollaczek and Jacobi polynomials. 
DEFINITION (3.3). Hahn polynomials, Q,(x; a, /3, N), are defined by 
Q,(x;a,P,W=,F, 
--n,n+a+j9+1, -x 
a+l, -N 
;l . 1 
In other words, 
(a + 1 )A -NJ, Q,(x ; a, 0, NJ 
= c 0 i+j=n y (n+a+/I+l)i(-x)j(a+l+i)j(-N+i)j(-l)i. 
Let Q be the species defined by &[ U] = {(A, B, CT, z, f, g)) A + B = U, 
~ESCAI, TESCAI, ~ELCB,AI,~EJXB,AI} and 44,B,a,z,f,g)= 
( -l)‘Al(n+~+ /?+ l)cycs( -x)cycr(a+ l)cycf( -N)cycg. 
PROPOSITION (3.5). We have lQ[n]j = (a + l),( -N),Q,(x; a, b, N). 
Applying Theorem VI to Hahn polynomials gives 
(a + 1 ),A - W, Qh; a, A W 
= c 0 i+i=n r (-l)j(a+ 1 +i)@+ 1 +i)j(X-N)i(-X)j 
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which results in the following much nicer combinatorial model (see [ 161 
for more details). 
DEFINITION (3.4). Let Q be the species defined by Q[ U] = 
{~,~,f,~,g,~~I~+~=~,f~~C~,~l,a~SII~l,g~~C~,~l,z~SC~l} 
where w(A, B, f, (T, g, r) = (a+ l)“‘/(fl+ l)cycg(~-N)cyco( -.x)~Y~‘( - l)lB’. 
Remark. The same situation happens for Jacobi polynomials. They 
have several “ugly models” (where n appears in the weight) given in 
Proposition (3.2) but the more symmetric expression 
n! Ppqx) = c 
i+j=n 0 
: (a+ 1 +j)i(b+ 1 +i)j (qy$L)‘, 
which follows from Definition (3.2) and Theorem II, allowed D. Foata and 
P. Leroux to define a much more elegant and useful combinatorial model 
in [S]. 
CONCLUSION 
This paper explains why classical orthogonal polynomials have several 
different (but weakly isomorphic) combinatorial models. Several formulas 
satisfied by the polynomials are shown to be combinatorially true at the 
generalized hypergeometric series level. The notion of weak isomorphism 
should be useful in other situations. 
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